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PARROT AND F. LEFEUVRE

Laboratorie de Physiqueet Chimie de l'Environnement,Orleans,France
Wave normal directionsand wave distribution functionsof ELF hiss emissionsin a detachedplasma
region of the magnetospherehave been determined,using data from the geostationarysatellite GEOS 2
located in the equatorial plane at L = 6.6. Three different methods of direction finding have been
utilized: (1) Means'smethod basedon the hypothesisof a singleplane wave,(2) the maximum likelihood
method, assuminga few plane waves, and (3) the maximum entropy method of determining the wave

distributionfunction. An intercomparisonof the resultsfrom those methodshas proven that they
provide very reliable and definite information on the wave normals. From analysesof two equatorial
ELF hiss events it is found that the wave distribution function is composedof a single peak (i.e., the
waveshave a singlepropagationdirection)and that the wave normals of the ELF hissoriginatingin the
detached plasma region make very small angles with the Earth's magnetic field; also, we were able to
make an experimental estimate of the angular width of the unstable cone of the emissions.Both our
initial direction finding results in the equatorial plane and the correspondingprevious results at higher
geomagneticlatitudesare comparedwith theoreticalpredictions,assumingthat the wavesare generated
by the electroncyclotroninstabilitydue to medium-energy(3-30 keV) electrons.It is concludedthat all
of the characteristics(morphology and direction-findingresults)are consistentwith the electron cyclotron instability.

1.

INTRODUCTION

ELF hiss is known to be most commonly observed within
the plasmasphere;this is the so-called "plasmasphericELF
hiss" [Russell et al., 1969; Thorne et al., 1973; Hayakawa and
Tanaka, 1977]. However, there is another distinct zone for
ELF emissions,namely, the detached plasma regions of the
magnetosphere.Detached plasma regions are defined as regions outsidethe plasmapausewhere the cold plasma density
is considerablyenhancedcomparedwith the ambient density
[Chappell,1972]. They are believedto originatein the plasmasphereand to be torn off either by the convectionelectricfield
[Chappell, 1974; Barfield et al., 1975] or as a consequenceof
the interchange instability [Lernaire, 1975]. Several investigators [Chan, 1974; Chan et al., 1974; Chan and Holzer, 1976;
Kivelson, 1976; Cornilleau-Wehrlinet al., 1978] have reported
that ELF hiss emissionsoccur in such detached plasma re-

The information concerningthe distribution of wave normals in the off-equatorial region as studied by Chan [1974]
and Chan and Holzer [1976] is, of course,important. However, they were unable to distinguishbetweenthe effectsof
generation and propagation, since they used only offequatorialresults.Hence,informationon the wave normalsof
DP hiss exactly at the magneticequator is consideredto be
essentialfor clarifying the distinction betweenthe generation
and propagation effectsand also for acquiringevidenceon the
mechanismof DP hissbecausethe equatorialplaneis thought
to be the most likely sourceregion where the wave growth is
expected to be largest [Helliwell, 1967; Russell et al., 1969;
Tsurutani and Smith, i977].
The purposeof the presentpaper is to report the first direction finding studiesfor a few DP hisseventsobservedexactly

at the magneticequator,basedon data fromthe geostation,ary
gions,andwe referhereinafter
to theseemissions
as"DP hiss." satellite GEOS 2 located at L = 6.6. Furthermore, three differBased on OGO 5 measurements,Chan [1974], Chan et al.
[1974], and Chan and Holzer [1976] have made detailed investigationsof the high correlation between ELF hiss amplitude and plasma densityenhancement.They have determined
the wave normal directions of many DP hiss events observed
at high geomagneticlatitudes (20ø-50ø) and have shown that
the wave normals make angleslessthan 40ø with the earth's
magneticfield. Chan [1974] and Kivelson[1976] have tried to
test the theoretical model of wave generation of DP hiss by
the electron cyclotron instability, using observationssuch as
direction finding resultsin the off-equatorial region and simultaneousmeasurementsof energeticelectronflux.
• Also at Laboratoirede Physiqueet Chimie de l'Environnement,
Orleans, France.
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ent methods of analysisare applied to the observedevents in
order to obtain very reliable information on the wave normal
directions and wave distribution functions, whereas Chan
[1974] and Chan and Holzer [1976] used Means's [1972]

method, based on the simple hypothesisof a single plane
wave, which was the only possibilityat that time. Then the
presentdirectionfindingresultsat the equatorare compared
with those obtained in the off-equatorial region by Chan
[1974] and Chan and Holzer [1976], thus allowing us to distinguishbetweenthe generationand propagationeffects.
The plan of the paper is as follows.In section2 we give a
brief descriptionof the three direction-findingtechniquesused
in the paper, while section3 is concernedwith the character-

isticsof the DP hisseventsstudied.The corresponding
results
on their wave normals are presentedin section4. Finally, we
study the generationand propagation mechanismsof the DP
hiss in the light of the present direction-findingresultsat the
equator, together with the corresponding direction-finding
data acquiredoff the equator and in the ionosphere.
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2.

DIRECTION-FINDING

ET AL.: WAVE NORMALS OF DP

TECHNIQUES

For the detailed study of electromagneticwaves below the
electron gyrofrequencyfn, several sensor combinations and
different modes of on-board data processing have been used
on the geostationarysatelliteGEOS 2, which is locatedin the
geographic equatorial plane at L- 6.6 [Jones, 1978; S-300
Experimenters,1979]. Here the data that we are treating were
collected in the so-called S-300 "survey mode," and we only

VLF

HISS

in the morning and premidnight hours (i.e., LT = 0100-1400,
and 2200-2400). During the LT sector between two intervals,
i.e., LT = 1500-2300 there were no emissions, except at
UT = 1800-1900 (or LT = 2000-2100) when ELF hiss emissions were detected.The electron density is measured by the
mutual impedanceexperiment [Decrenu et al., 1978], and the
temporal variation of the measuredplasma frequencyon that

day is presented
in Figure1. As comparedwith Figure1, ELF

usethosefromthreemagneticsensors.
The sign•als
are pro-

hiss emissionsare observed, in association with the enhanced

cessedby the step frequencyanalyzer (SFA), which may be
connectedto any sensorcombination,have a bandwidth of
300 Hz, and sweep in frequencyover the range 0-77 kHz.
Beforebeingtelemeteredto ground,the signalsare transposed
in frequency,passedthrough identicallow-passfilters cutting
off at 450 Hz, and sampled at 1.488 kHz [S-300 Experi-

cold plasmadensity;this has already been discussed
in detail
by Chan et al. [1974], Kivelson [1976], and CornilleauWehrlin et al. [1978]. The density enhancementat UT = 18-

menters,1979].

of detachedplasmaregionsestablishedby Chappell[-1972,

The

wave

normal

directions

are estimated

from

the SEA

data. First, the signalsassociatedwith the magnetic components are Fourier-transformed.Then at each frequencythat
we are concernedwith we can estimatea 3 x 3 spectralmatrix
consistingof the mean autopower spectrumof each of the
three components taken separately, together with the mean
cross-powerspectrumof each pair of components[-Lefeuvreet
al., 1981, 1982]. Three different methods of analysishave been
used: (1) Means's [1972] method, (2) the maximum likelihood
method of determiningthe propagation directionsof a few
plane waves [Buchalet and Lefeuvre, 1981; Hayakawa et al.,
1984], and (3) the maximum entropy method of determining
the wave distribution function (WDF) [Lefeuvre et al., 1981,
1982]. In the studiesby Chan [1974] and Chan and Holzer
[-1976], they used only Mean's method assuming a single
plane wave. The eigenvaluesof the observedspectralmatrix
containinformation on the type of wave field or on the propagation model. If there is just a singlenonzeroeigenvalue,the
electromagneticfield is that of a singleplane wave. If there are
two nonzeroeigenvalues,
the field consistsof two plane waves
propagatedwith two differentwave normal vectors.Finally, if
the three eigenvaluesare of the sameorder, the field is the sum
of three or more plane waves. In the first case, Means's
method and the maximum likelihood method assumingone
direction of propagation must obviously be chosen. In the
third case,one cannot avoid using an approach of the WDF
type. In between, i.e., in the second case, one could apply
either the maximum likelihood method assumingtwo directions, or the WDF technique. The simultaneous use of the
different methods will yield trustworthy direction-finding re-

19 hoursis obviouslya detachedplasmaregionbecause
•'it
appearsat LT • 20 hours and in the recoveryphaseof geomagneticdisturbances,
whichagreeswell with the morphology
1974]; furthermore, it is correlated with ELF hiss.The correlation

of the fluctuations

in the wave field with those in the

density as studied by ½han [1974] is not discussedin the
present paper.

Figure 2 is a typical spectrogram of ELF emissionsobserved inside the detached plasma region; it indicaies that
they are of the hiss type. The SFA data at the times
1800:46.013

UT

and 1801:08.030

UT

have been selected for

the subsequentdirection-findingstudies,and the power spectra of the DP hissat those two times are shown in Figures 3a
and 4a, respectively.The wave intensityin Figure 3a is peaked
at -• 160 Hz and thereafterdecreasessharply with increasing

frequency.The peak power spectral density is -•10-5
72/Hz(• 3m7/[Hz-1•/2),
andthehalf-powerbandwidthis about
150 Hz. Similar characteristicsare also recognizablein Figure
4a, exceptfor the smaller peak power spectraldensityof •4

x 10-6 •/2/Hzand the shiftof the peakto a lowerfrequency.
These spectralcharacteristicsof the DP hissin our caseseem
to be very typical of DP hiss as studied in detail by Chan
[-1974]. The center frequencyof the DP hiss is significantly
lower than that of the plasmasphericELF hiss discussedby
Thorne et al. [1973]

4. WAVE
NORMAL
DIREC•ONS
.A•ND
WAVE DISTRIBUTION

FUNCTIONS

In theworkof Chan[1974]andof Chanand•Iolzer[1967]
theseauthorsselectedthe eventswith sufficientsi•gnal-to-noise
ratio and sufficientlyhigh coherenceto valiqlatethe fundamental suppositionof a singleplanewavein Means'smethod.For

comparison,
thefrequency
dependence
of•thec6herence
isalso

shown
inFigures
3band4b.Forthefirsteven.
t,inFigure
3b,

sults.

thecoherence
is greaterthan0.8 overa.•r'•lat.
ivelywidefrerangefrom-• 100to • 330Hz, whilethesecond
event
O•,y:
wherethez axisis parallel
to theearth's
magnetic
field quency
In what follows, we adopt a Cartesian coordinate system

B0, the axis O,, is in the magneticmeridian plane and is direc-

(Figure 4b) we observecoherencelarger than 0.8 in a narrow

ted awayfrom the earth,while Oycompletes
the orthogonal band from -,, 100 to -• 250 Hz. In the frequency range where

setandis directed
eastward.
Thewavenormaldirection
(•) is
characterized
by thepolarangle0 between
fcand/•0 andby

coherenceexceeds0.8 the power spectral density of the DP

the azimuthal angle •b, the origin of which is O,, [Lefeuvreet
al., 1982; Hayakawa et al., 1984]. We should also mention that
the estimatedpropagationdirection is ambiguousbecausewe
useonly the magneticfield componentsfor the directionfinding.

the directionfindingat thosefrequenciesso as to havedefinite

3.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DP

Hiss

hissis greaterthan 5 x 10-7 72/Hz, and we haveperformed
answers.

Beforecarryingout the directionfindingbasedon the maximum likelihood method, we have to determine the propagation model (one- or two-direction model) by means of the
eigenvalues2•, 2•_,and 23 (ranked in decreasingmagnitude)of
the spectral matrix observedat each frequency.The criterion

for distinguishing
betweenthe one- and two-directionmodels
is somewhatarbitrary: We use,on someoccasions,a combiThe specificday of December19, 1979,waschosenby Hayakawa et al. [-1984]for the detailed analysesof magnetospheric nation of the two ratios, • = •2/•x and/1 = •3/•2, the threshchorus emissions.The chorus emissionson this day are found
olds for which are chosenaccordingto the degreeof confito be associatedwith successivesubstormsand to take place
dencerequired[Buchaletand Lefeuvre,1981; Hayakawaet al.,
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Fig. 1. Temporalvariationof the electronplasmafrequency
fv, indicatingthe equatorialelectrondensityat L = 6.6,
on December19, 1979.The valueoff v at the beginning
of eachUT houris plotted.ELF hissis recordedat UT = 18001900when the satelliteis locatedin a detachedplasmaregion.

1984],
whilein othercases,
thedegr'ee
ofpolarization
p=
2•/(2• + 22 + 23) is used [Lefeuvreet al., 1982; Hayakawa et
al., 1985].
First, we will determine the wave normal directions for the
first event, illustrated in Figure 3a. Analysesof the observed

eigenvalueshave yielded that the ratio • = 22/2• is smaller
than 0.1 at all frequenciesin the range where the power spec-

tral densityexceeds
5 x 10-7 y2/Hz,and hence,followingthe
criterion adopted by Hayakawa et al. [1984], the wave fields
at those frequenciesare doubtlesscompos.
ed of a singleplane

&ave.HenceMeans's[1972] methodis applicable,
and also
the maximum likelihood estimation procedure assuming a
19/Dec/1979

ßGEOS-S300S,,urveyMode

one-directionmodel can be used; the resultsobtained by both
methods are summarized in Table 1. Even though the lowest
frequencyof 186 Hz is well above the lower hybrid resonance
frequency(45 Hz), the effectsof the protons are included in the
kernels (see Storey and Lefeuvre[1980] for detail of the kernels) for the maximum likelihood estimation. It may be seen
from the table that the two methods have yielded wave
normal directions in good agreement with each other, which

are henceconsideiedto be very trustworthy.Moreover,the
wave normals make small angles,lessthan 26ø, with the magnetic field over the frequency range up to A • 0.2 (A is the
frequency normalized with respect to the electron gy18h
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Fig. 3. (a) Frequencydependenceof the power spectraldensityof
the DP hiss at 1800:46 UT. At the frequenciesindicated by small
circles,we have done the directionfinding.The power spectraldensity

[Lefeuvre et al., 1981], is depicted in Figure 5 and is to be
of 5 x 10-7 •2/Hz is indicatedby a horizontaldottedline asa refer- comparedwith the correspondingresultsat 279 Hz shownin
encelevel.(b) Correspondingfrequencydependenceof the coherence.
Figure 6. However, the eigenvaluesof the spectralmatrix at
the higher frequencyof 279 Hz reveal that the 0•value is 0.131,
not quite satisfyingthe criterion for a one-direction model
rofrequency),and there seemsto existan additionaltendency formulated by Hayakawa et al. [1984], so we are obliged to
for the angle 0 to increasewith increasingfrequency,from rely primarily on the WDF method.The WDF is illustratedin
• 8 ø at A = 0.09 to • 26 ø at A • 0.20.
Figure 6, and it does indeed consistof a singlenarrow peak.
Next we discuss the wave normals for the second DP hiss
Thus, since the resemblanceto a single plane wave is conevent,illustratedin Figure 4a. At the lower frequenciesof 186
and 233 Hz, the • value is estimatedto be lessthan 0.1, so it is

certain,according
to the criterionof Hayakawaet al. [1984],

TABLE 1. Wave Normal Directionsfor the DP Hiss in Figure 3a

that the wave fields at thosefrequenciesare composedof a
singleplane wave. Table 2 summarizesthe wave normal directions estimatedby the two methods,namely Means's method

and the maximumlikelihoodmethodassuminga singleplane
wave, as for the previous event. Again we see that the two
wave normal directions at each frequencyare in excellent

agreementwith each other and that the 0 angleshave quite
small valuessuchas 11ø-12ø. The correspondingwave distribution functionat 233 Hz, estimatedby the WDF technique

Means's Method

Frequency,

Hz
186
233
279
326
372

Maximum
Likelihood
Method

Normalized

Frequency
0.096
0.120
0.143
0.168
0.190

7.7 ø
10.8 ø
17.7 ø
19.5 ø
26.7 ø

31.1 ø
17.6 ø
155.6 ø
148.9 ø
143.3 ø

9.3 ø
12.5 ø
18.8 ø
20.2 ø
26.3 ø

36.0 ø
20.9 ø
161.2 ø
153.2 ø
146.0 ø
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TABLE 2.

Wave Normal Directions for the DP Hiss in Figure 4a
Maximum Likelihood

Maximum Entropy

Method

Method

Means's Method

Frequency,
Hz

Normalized
Frequency

186

0.096

10.7 ø

301.9 ø

10.9 ø

292.4 .......

233
279

0.120
0.143

11.8ø
17.1ø

271.2 ø
73.5 ø

11.9ø
14.7ø

271.7 ø
82.6 ø

firmed by the WDF method, it is interesting to compare the
WDF result with those obtained by the previous two methods,
and Table

2 does this. Means's

method

and the maximum

likelihood method have yielded very similar answersat the
two lowest frequencies,but they have yielded wave normals
slightly different from each other at 279 Hz. The direction of
the peak of the WDF is indicated in the table, and again the
results from the WDF

method

are consistent

with

those ob-

tained by other methods. The WDF's in Figure 5 and 6 are
found to be very circular, but the angular width of the distribution increaseswith increasingfrequency.
5.

SUMMARY OF THE EXPERIMENTAL

Based on the present analysesof the DP hiss events observedat the equator (the geomagneticlatitudesfor the two
analyzed eventsare -0.1 ø) on the GEOS 2 satellite,we can
summarizewith the following experimental facts for the DP
hiss:

1. The detachedplasma region detectedin the equatorial
region at L = 6.6 by GEOS 2 is found to have occurred
during the recoveryphaseof a substormand in the LT sector
of • 2000, and it is highly correlated with ELF emissions.
2. The frequency of maximum intensity for the DP hiss
rangesbetween 100 and 200 Hz, which is considerablylower
than the correspondingfrequencyfor plasmasphericELF hiss.
The

simultaneous

use of three different

methods

has

proved to be a way of obtaining reliable information on the
wave normal directions

and wave distribution

13.8ø
21.0 ø

261.6 ø
83.5 ø

4. The direction-finding results have shown that the wave
distributions consistof a singlepeak (or that the waves have a
single propagation direction) and that the wave normal directions make small angles (lessthan 25ø) with the Earth's magnetic field.

5. The wave distribution functions may provide information about the angular width of the unstable cone. The
WDF is approximately circular, and the "half-width of the
unstablecone" (definedas the range in 0 angle from the peak
to the edge labeled 1 in the WDF's) increaseswith increasing
frequency, for instance from •35 ø at A = 0.12 to •50 ø at
A • 0.15.

RESULTS AND

DISCUSSION OF TIlE GENERATION MECHANISM

3.
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functions.

90 ø

The morphologicalproperties,items 1 and 2, confirm the
resultsof previousdetailed studiesby Chan [1974], Chan and
Holzer [1976], and Cornilleau-Wehrlinet al. [1978].
The information

obtained

on the wave normal

directions

of

the DP hiss is of great importance in studying its generation
mechanismbecausethe observationswere made exactly in the
equatorial plane, which is consideredto be the most likely
sourceregion for the emissions[Helliwell, 1967; Russellet al.,
1969; Tsurutani and Smith, 1977]. The hypothesis of local
generationat the equator seemsto be supportedby the experimental fact (item 5) that the WDF's are almost circular, even
though the peak is shiftedslightly away from the origin. If the
relevant waves had propagated over some distance from the
source in the nonducted mode, the 4• distribution would be
concentratedinto the magneticmeridian plane [Thorne, 1969;
F. Lefeuvre and L. Cairo, private communication, 1985]. Furthermore, even if we assume ducted propagation from the
sourceand if the detachedplasma region were rather elongated in longitude (i.e., if it had a sheetlikestructure)[Taylor et
90ø

60 ø

30ø

1.80 ø

•

o

:1.80•,

o

o

Fig. 5. Wave distribution function as a contour map, for DP hiss

at 233Hz,withitspeakindicated
bya cross.
(Thestability
parameter

•

270

ø

Q is 0.54, and the prediction parameter Pr is 1.68' see Lefeuvreet al.

[1981, 1982] for the definitionsof Pr and Q.) The half-widthof the
peakis about 35ø.

Fig. 6. Wave distributionfunctionat 279 Hz (Q = 0.69 and P•0.93); the half-widthof the peakis about 50ø.
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al., 1970, 1971], we would again expect a tendency for the
azimuthal directionto be in the meridian plane. Theseexpectations seem to be in contradiction with the nearly circular
shapesof the WDF's. Now, the •bvaluesof the energypeak at
•b• 90ø (Figure 6) and •b• 280ø (Figure 5) can be explained
by the relative position of the satellite with respectto the
source.The small shift in 0 from the origin (14ø in Figure 5
and 21ø in Figure 6) might have resultedfrom the effectsof
propagation over a short distance, and it is reasonable to
considerthat circularshapesof the WDF's reflectthe properties of the source,that is, they are consistentwith isotropic

present paper is extremely high (more than 10 times higher
than the ambient density) compared with the values for
normal whistler ductsas given by Angerami[1970], so we can
expect wave trapping at large 0 angles, which agrees with
Chan's

observations.

These DP hiss emissionsmay reasonablybe thought to
remain trapped by the density enhancementof the detached
plasmaregion right down to the ionosphere.Data from ionosphericsatellitesenabledTulunayand Hughes[1973], Taylor
et al. [1970, 1971], and Maynardand Chen[1975] to identify
the detachedplasmadensityenhancementin the ionospheric
emission generation at the source in the sensethat the emis- trough region. Probably in associationwith these detached
sion is independentof the azimuthal angle around the mag- plasma regions,Chan [1974] detectedDP hisson OGO 5, but
simultaneousion density data were not available to him.
netic field and dependsonly on the polar angle.
The direction-findingresults given in the present paper Basedon the simultaneoushigh-resolutiondensitymeasure(item 4 indicate that wave normals make small angles(less ment and the direction finding for ELF hiss made on the
than 25ø)with the magneticfield. In the study of Chan [1974], AUREOL 3 satellite,Beghinet al. [1985] have recentlyfound
if we selectthe two eventsobservednear the equator(1.4ø and a close association between enhancements in local electron
6.0ø geomagneticlatitude), the wave normals are again found density and the appearanceof impulsiveELF emissions,exto make small angles(lessthan 20ø) which obviouslyare sig- actly as was found on OGO 5 by Chan [1974]; furthermore,
nificantly smaller than those observedat high geomagnetic those ELF waves are shown to be trapped within the fieldlatitudes.Hence we can concludethat the wave growth at the alignedplasmadensityenhancements,
by meansof the direcequator is strongestfor the quasi-longitudinalpropagationdi- tion finding results.
For more quantitative studies,the quasi-lineartheory has
rection (0 • 0ø). Burton and Holzer [1974], Hayakawa et al.,
[1984], and Goldsteinand Tsurutani [1984] have reported, been proposed, extending the theory of the linear electron
similarly, very small 0 (lessthan 20ø)for chorusin the vicinity cyclotron instability. Following Kennel [1966-], papers by
of the equator, in the same range of normalized frequency. Roux and Solomon[1971], by Etcheto et al. [1973] and by
calculations,leadingto
The present finding of maximum growth rate for quasi- $azhin[1984] presentedself-consistent
estimates
of
the
frequency
and
power
spectraldensity at the
longitudinal propagation is in good agreementwith the theoretical prediction by Kennel [1966]. He assumed an E -n peak in the whistler spectrum.A dynamic equilibrium is esenergy spectrum for the electrons and found that the wave tablishedin whichthe wavesare beingcontinuouslygenerated
growth is most rapid at 0 = 0ø at the lowest frequencies(A •< and particlesare continuouslyinjectedand are lost by pitch0.3) and furthermore that a 20ø (50ø) half-width for the unsta- anglediffusioninto the losscone.The stationarityof the proble conecorresponds
approximatelyto an E -3 (E-2) spec- cessof wave generationis achievedby the balanceof total
wave amplification along the field line and wave loss accomtrum for the hot electron distribution function, with the additional finding that the unstablecone widenswith increasing panying the partial reflection of the waves from the ionofrequency.In our experimental item 5, the unstable cone half- sphere.In thesetheories,quasi-longitudinal(0 • 0ø) or ducted
width estimated from the WDF is • 35ø at A = 0.12, increas- propagationis assumed,which is experimentallyvalidatedby
ing with increasingfrequency, again in agreement with the our direction-findingresultsat the equator and also by the
theory. The half-width of the experimentalunstablecone can observationsof Beghinet al. [1985] at ionosphericheights.
be satisfactorilyinterpreted in terms of the average slope of The frequencyfmaxat which the wave energy is maximal is
E-2 for the hot electrondistributionfunction.However,in the givenby [Sazhin,1984].
calculations of Kennel [1966], he did not include the effect of
cold electrons.

Since the half-width

of the unstable

cone de-

pends on the relative numbersof cyclotron and Landau resonant electrons, addition of cold electrons to the hot electrons
makes the unstable cone narrower, and hence the detailed
quantitative comparison between the present experiment and
theory is a difficult subject at the moment. We have to comment here that there exists, of course, a lower limit to the

c2flt3

fmax=w21.2f•,
2

(1)

where c is the velocity of light and w is the characteristic
velocityof the incomingelectronsat the L shell of the wave
generation.The corresponding
maximumpowerspectralden-

sity(Bf2)max
atfmax
canbeapproximated
by [Sazhin,
1984]

particle flux for energetic electron distributions that can be
unstable to whistler growth, as studied experimentallyby Ki(2)
velson[1976].
The small wave normal anglesat the equator are consistent whereneqis the equatorialelectrondensityon the L shell
with both wave generation as mentioned above and ducted wherethewavesare generated,
Wois the electron
energyat
propagation down to the ionosphere.Chan [1974] has deter- L- Lo, Lo can be chosenarbitrarily,and dni/dtis the rate of
mined the wave normal directionsfor DP hiss at high geo- influxoftheelectrons.
Theobserved
peakfrequency
isusedin
magneticlatitudes(mainly 30ø-50ø) and has found that the 0
(1) to estimatethe valueof the characteristic
energyof the
show a considerablescatterover an angular range from 2ø to
incoming
electrons,
corresponding
to w, as3-20keV,taking
40ø and that there is not latitudinal dependence.Hence, it is intoaccount
themeasured
f, andthemeasured
range
off•,of
likely that the wave normalsat higher latitudesare larger than thedetached
plasmaregionasseenfromFigure1. Equation
those at the equator, which may lead us to considerthe possi- (2) impliesthat the peakpower•Bf2)max
is directlyprobility of scatteringof the wave normals in the courseof ducted portional
to neqL
5'5for a givenincoming
particle
distribution
propagation away from the source region [Helliwell, 1965]. and influx rate dni/dt.In our case,L is fixed at 6.6, so
The enhancementfactor of the detachedplasma region in the (Bs2>max
isproportional
tone•.Asmaybeseen
fromFigure
1,

(Bf2)max
oC
neqLS'sW
o•'5Lo4'5
dni
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neqwithinthe detachedplasmaregionis about 10 timeslarger
than that in the ambient plasma, resulting in the observed
enhancement

of DP hiss.

Finally, we can concludethat all of the observedcharacteristicsand the direction-findingresultscan be interpretedsatisfactorilyin termsof the electroncyclotroninstability.
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